ACT

Advanced Cell Therapy for
SKIN CARE PRODUCTS

NANOSKIN® is designed to address appearance and
health synergistically , using only natural ingredients.
NANOSKIN® is the combination of science and nature
to create a product that is effective enough to treat and
nourish SKIN.
NANOSKIN® is anti-aging nutritional supplements to
improve health and radiant skin.
NANOSKIN® contains an abundance of plant extracts
and vitamins aid in skin tissue regeneration.

Combining
science with
Nature
Advances in cell biology and immunology firmly
establish that populations of cells exist in humans that
can be recruited to proliferate and differentiate for
repair of damaged or diseased tissues.
- ACT Combined the concepts of medical grade
ingredients and natural extracts, leading scientists
from the fields of cellular and molecular biology,
chemistry, and biophysics to further understand and
research skin aging, skin types, and skin condition.
NANOSKIN products restore Biological Information
Communication processes to their optimal state,
which translates into younger and healthy looking
skin.
-
NANOSKIN system prevents premature aging;
maintains the skin elasticity and firmness; energizes
and nourishes the skin; helps reduce capillary
permeability; and supports oxygen utilization in the
skin.
NANOSKIN Nanotechnological approach in skincare
is based, on a use of combination of biologically active
substances: construction and successful imitation of
bio-nutrients that exist in the Living Organisms.
NANOSKIN uses only pure natural ingredients
(NANOSKIN COMPLEXES) that provide with
proven, effective and consistent results.
The NANOSKIN COMPLEXES enables the
dysfunctional system to regenerate itself through
the self-healing processes. This is the gentlest, most
harmonious and natural way to correct skin

NANOSKIN products restore cellular communication
processes to their optimal state, which translates into
younger-looking and healthier skin and reactivate
dormant sebaceous glands typical for aging and dry
skin. It stimulates the production of sebum, a fatty
natural lubricant that leaves skin moist and lustrous.

NANOSKIN developed several
models of customization:

1-Cellulite-End
2-HYADRATING
3-ANTI-WRINKELS &ANTI-AGING,
4- ACNE-END
5- MELASNE-D-PEELINGCRISTAL:
DEPIGMENTATION
6- Stretch Marks-End
7-CAPLILAR-ACTIV
8- NAILS -ACTIV

NANOSKIN RESEARCH developed new scientific
concept of biochemical substances that control the
restoration of malfunctioning cells. NANOSKIN
Complexes placed into a cosmetic base makes a final
topical product to improve the way our skin looks and
feels and restore communication within and between
human skin cells. As soon as NANOSKIN touches the
superficial layer of skin cells, it begins to work itself
inward, carrying with it the active ingredients, they
are released and get absorbed by skin cells. The result
is fresh, soft, and healthy looking skin.

ALL this models can be find as cream and as Elixir
A) CREAM :RADIANC SUBLIM SECRET:
NANOSKIN®
B) ELIXIR :ACT ADVENCED CELL :
TEMPS REVERSIBLE®

Manufactured by Nanoskin
68, Route de L´hopital
67100 Strasbourg-FRANCE
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